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CONTEMPORARY AND TIMELESS

TENZO
COLOUR NO.

Colour no.

Furnishing is not just about creating a look – it´s about making a place where you and your
personality belongs. The Mello storage collection gives you the opportunity to create the
perfect space to reflect you and your lifestyle. The Mello furniture got a pure look with its white
lacquered base and fronts. The black metal framed legs reinforce the feeling of a contemporary
furniture range with clean lines. To add style, the handles are crafted with an inset that creates a
pale shadow and gives Mello it´s character.

001 WHITE/BLACK

The thoughtfully designed details got attitude to catch the eye and are what makes Mello a
timeless classic.

Details
The black metal framed legs and the black
handles create contrasts and gives Mello an
interesting look. The handle which is crafted
with an insert makes the furniture unique. The
details are designed with reflection for creating
a collection that makes an impression without
stealing too much attention.
Contemporary & timeless design
Mello is designed to connect with the
Scandinavian design heritage – clean lines
with no fuss. The appearance of Mello is
contemporary and timeless. The design will
last for many years to come.

Design by: tenzo design studio
This product is designed by tenzo design studio.
With nearly 80 years of experience in design and
construction we have knowledge about
manufacturing trendy Scandinavian furniture.
The team always work closely together with the
production to make sure that each piece of
furniture is designed to fully benefit the skills and
capacity of our production facility in Sweden.
There are no middle hands or compromises with
design that change it from the original idea. We
ensure that the design and quality is the best
possible and we know that our designs will last for
many years to come.
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